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In this paper, analytical calculations are used to study existing loudspeaker motors totally made of permanent magnets. When the iron 

is removed from a loudspeaker, Eddy currents and reluctant effects are also removed, improving the linearity of the loudspeaker. 

Performances of each proposed magnetic motor structures are compared, from the intensity of their created induction to their ability to 

respond as an accurate image of the driving current. For a given structure, the authorized excursion length on which the loudspeaker 

motor is linear is a criterion for limiting its frequency range. The good understanding of the behavior of any magnets assemblies lead to 

a so called “linear structure”, whose volume is optimized and able to create a very uniform induction, along a distance range that can be 

chosen. When this is achieved, the force that makes the moving part of the loudspeaker oscillate becomes proportional to the current 

running through its voice-coil. Thus, this loudspeaker motor is linear as well as using a reduced magnets volume, and can be applied to 

all frequency ranges. 

 
Index Terms—Analytical calculations and optimizations of annular structures totally made of permanent magnets, linear 

loudspeaker motor. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE DRAWBACKS due to the iron in loudspeaker motors have 

already been identified [1,2]. Iron is the source of Eddy 

currents, and creates the additional so called reluctant force, 

proportional to the square of the current! Moreover, when the 

magnetic field seen by the voice-coil depends on the axial 

position in the airgap, the motion force becomes also 

nonlinear. The iron in loudspeaker motors always leads to this 

dependence. The linearity of a loudspeaker needs the removal 

of the iron. 

Thanks to a price decrease, motors totally made of 

permanent magnets become more and more interesting [2,3,4]. 

Searching for even more linear and accurate loudspeakers, the 

last problem to solve when iron is removed is to make uniform 

the radial magnetic induction seen by the coil along its entire 

trajectory [5]. 

This paper studies ironless structures, with the aim to 

compare them and to understand them, and paying attention to 

the linearity of the loudspeaker rather than its efficiency. To 

consider magnets that exist in the commerce, these annular 

structures only have rectangular cross sections. Then we 

propose a structure able to create well-controlled uniform 

magnetic field. 

II. ANALYTICAL STUDIES 

A. Interest of analytical calculations 

Most work on magnetic structures is lead thanks to finite 

elements analysis. The magnetic field created by permanent 

magnets can be predicted whatever their shape or 

magnetization are. But it takes too long when searching for 

optimizing these structures. Thus, understanding and control of 

the behavior of such magnets is quite hard. This is very 

restrictive in the loudspeaker world, where the magnetic field 

has to be intense and uniform in a limited gap. 

That is the reason why we have decided to calculate exactly 

the magnetic field created by any structures totally made of 

permanent magnets. Using a coulombian approach [6], the 

analytical resolution of (1) makes it possible to calculate the 

field B


 created at the point r


 by a magnet of magnetization 

J


 and volume Vm bounded by the closed surface Sm: 

In (1) the index m refers to the coordinates of the considered 

magnet. 

B. Magnetic pole surface density 

This section only considers magnetic pole surface density, 

i.e. the first part of (1): 

 
The three components of the magnetic field created by right 

angles magnets have already been analytically calculated [6]. 

 But, especially because most loudspeakers are of revolution 

symmetry, it becomes important to estimate the effects due to 

the curvature of the magnets, whose magnetization can be 

axial or either radial. The induction created by annular 

structures, whatever the shape of their cross section is, can be 

semi-analytically calculated thanks to the approximations of 

[7] and [8]. But for annular magnets with rectangular cross 

sections, a complete analytical expression of this magnetic 

field can now be used [9].  

C. Magnetic pole volume density 

The calculations presented in reference [9] do not take into 

account the magnetic pole volume density. But we have shown 

[10] that this magnetic pole volume density can be omitted if 

the magnetic field is observed close to the faces of the ring. In 

loudspeakers, the voice-coil is rather close to the magnetic 

rings so that approximations of [9] are sufficient to predict the 
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real behavior of magnetic structures. Nevertheless all results 

are verified thanks to semi-analytical resolutions [6,10,11]. 

Thanks to the analytical resolution of (2), it is now possible 

to calculate quickly and without approximation the magnetic 

field created by these structures, with axial or radial 

magnetization. This tool is powerful and makes easier and 

faster the study of the influences of each annular magnets 

characteristic, especially their radius. 

III. BEHAVIOR OF IRONLESS STRUCTURES  

This section describes the three structures of ironless 

loudspeaker motor of Fig.1a, 1b and 1c. They are made of 

rings with rectangular section, whose magnetization J or j can 

be either radial or axial. For the studies, the magnetization J is 

always equal to 1T. The point O represents the location of the 

voice-coil in its rest position.  

In the considered applications, the voice-coil oscillates in 

the direction Oz parallel to the revolution axis of the 

loudspeaker. The induction has to be uniform along this 

direction: the more uniform the induction, the more accurate 

the loudspeaker; and the more intense the magnetic induction, 

the more efficient the loudspeaker.  

The induction is calculated on the Oz axis at a distance a 

from the inner radius of the rings. This location corresponds to 

the mean value of the voice-coil thickness (the coil thickness is 

the radial length of the coil). 

For the study, let us consider a parameter called zuni. Given 

a structure, this parameter represents the axial distance 

across which the magnetic induction seen by the voice-coil 

has a peak-to-peak variation smaller than 1%. Thus, across 

this distance, the induction is considered uniform. In 

classical loudspeakers, the induction variation easily exceeds 

10% across a distance that corresponds to the trajectory of 

the voice-coil; that is why significant nonlinear effects are  

 

 
Fig. 1.  The four studied ironless loudspeaker motor structures. a) two axially 

magnetized rings; b) one radially magnetized ring; c) one radially magnetized 

ring and two axially magnetized rings; d) three axially magnetized rings. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Radial magnetic induction, Br (T), along the observation axis at a 

distance a = 0.3mm, created by the structure (a) for H = 4.5mm, L = 9mm 

and for various values of the distance between the magnets, from top to 

bottom, e = 1mm (bold line), 3mm, 5mm, 7mm and 9mm (dashed line). 

 

produced and it is important to search for structures that lead 

to more uniform induction. 

A. Two axially magnetized annular rings 

Fig.1a shows an ironless motor made of two axially 

magnetized concentric rings. These rings are positioned one 

above the other, at an axial distance e from each other. They 

are separated by air and their respective magnetizations are in 

repulsion. Thus the magnetic flux in the coil is expected to be 

radial. This kind of structure has been patented by the Harman 

society [4]. 

Fig.2 shows how the created induction varies when the 

magnets deviate. This induction varies too much to obtain a 

significant zuni. When the magnets are close to each other, the 

induction can be intense, up to 0.6T, but then the possible 

linear coil displacement is very small. Thus it is quite clear 

that this structure should be dedicated to loudspeakers in 

which the voice-coil has very small displacements, so 

preferably to tweeters. 

B. One radially magnetized ring 

Let us consider the structure of Fig.1b. It is constituted by 

one radially magnetized ring facing the moving coil. Previous 

studies [2] on the induction created by a rectangular magnet 

show that a good combination between its dimensions can  

 

  
Fig. 3.  Radial magnetic induction, Br (T), along the observation axis at a 

distance a = 0.3mm, created by the structure (b) for L = 9mm and for various 

values of the height: H = 1mm (bold line), then from top to bottom H = 3mm, 

5mm, 7mm, 9mm (dot-dashed line) and H = 18mm (dashed line). 
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 (a) 

(b) 
Fig. 4.  (a) Radial magnetic induction, Br (T), along the observation axis at 

a distance a = 0.3mm, created by the structure (c) (bold line) with its central 

magnet with H = 5mm, L = 8mm, J = 1T (full line) and its two external 

magnets with h = 2mm, l = 8mm, j = 1T (dashed line). (b) Magnetization j is 

lowered to 0.52T. The dotted-line remains the induction created by the 

patented structure where the magnetizations J and j are equal to 1T. 

 

always lead to a quite uniform induction in front of the 

magnets. In the best case, i.e. when dimensions are analytically 

optimized, the axial distance zuni is about 60% of the 

considered magnet height. The same conclusions are available 

for annular magnets with rectangular section. 

Fig.3 shows that, for a given length, the induction can be 

quite constant over an axial range if the magnet height is 

optimal (dot-dashed line in Fig.3). Thus this structure can be 

dedicated to every loudspeaker motors. But it generally needs 

significant volumes of magnets and its created induction 

intensity is modest. 

Fig.3 also shows that small height magnets only act over 

short axial areas (see bold line in Fig.3). This localized action 

will be useful in further structures.  

C. Combination of the first two solutions 

The Sony society patented the structure of Fig.1c [3]. It is 

constituted by a stack of three rings of equal radial length. The 

central ring is radially magnetized while the external rings are 

axially magnetized. According to the patent, the 

magnetizations J and j are equal. The magnetizations of the 

external rings help the total magnetic flux to close; so this 

structure combines the effects of the first two structures (a) 

and (b). That is why it creates high magnetic induction levels 

with improved uniformity compared to the structure (a), while 

using relatively small volume of magnets.  

Fig.4a shows the induction calculated along the observation 

axis created by the whole structure (bold line) and by the 

separated elements. The induction variation along the Oz axis 

over a range corresponding to the height of the central magnet 

represents 19% of the central value (0.5T). Because of this 

significant variation, zuni is only 1.28mm, that is 14% of the 

total height of the structure. Note that the induction variation is 

10% across the distance of 4.2mm that separates the two 

maxima of this induction. The structure (c), which is 11% 

more compact than the previous optimal structure (b), 

produces a more intense induction but with a larger induction 

variation. The induction intensity increases by 34% while the 

distance zuni decreases by 76% compared to the optimal 

structure (b).  

In addition, Fig.4a shows the contribution of each ring to the 

total induction and especially that the external rings provide a 

really high magnetic induction compared to the induction 

provided by the central ring (see dashed line in Fig.4a). Fig.4b 

shows the result when the external magnetizations are lowered 

to 0.52T. In this case zuni equals 2.1mm, and now the induction 

variation is only 1.8% across the 3.4mm distance that separates 

the two maxima of this induction. The uniformity improvement 

is significant but leads to an 8% decrease of the total 

induction. 

One has to note that this structure should not be used for 

low frequency drivers. When the intended zuni increases (over 

10mm), the two external magnets do not contribute to increase 

the induction intensity anymore. In this frequency range, the 

structure (c) would act like the structure (b) while being more 

expensive. 

IV. LINEAR STRUCTURE 

The structure of Fig.1d goes further in the idea of using 

magnets whose magnetizations differ in order to give the 

intended flat shape to the observed induction. It is constituted 

by a stack of three radially magnetized rings. It combines the 

higher magnetization of the external rings and their small 

height to use their much localized action (as described in 

Fig.3). Contrary to the previous structure (c), the external rings 

are only aimed to compensate the bell shape of the induction 

created by the central ring; that is why it creates less intense 

inductions.  

Fig.5a shows the contribution of each ring and the resulting 

induction (bold line). The set of dimensions is chosen in order 

to have the same magnet section as the one of the previous 

optimal structure (b) (81mm
2
). In this case, the performance 

improvement compared to the structures (b) is not significant. 

But the structure (d) can be optimized. Indeed, the distance zuni 

can always correspond to the dimension H, without any 

influence on the induction intensity. The other dimensions and 

the magnetizations are calculated in order to optimize the 

volume of the whole structure, and the uniformity and the 

intensity of the magnetic field. 

 Thus, the geometry has been optimized in order to obtain 

an induction of equal intensity (0.33T) and having about the 

same zuni of 5.4mm. The optimal dimensions we find 

correspond to a more spacesaving structure whose total height  
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  (a) 

 (b) 
Fig. 5.  Radial magnetic induction, Br (T), along the observation axis at a 

distance a = 0.3mm, created by the structure (d) (bold line) with : (a) its 

central magnet with H = 5mm, L = 9mm, J = 1T (full line) and its two 

external magnets with h = 2mm, l = 9mm, j = 1.01T (dashed line); (b) its 

central magnet with H = 5.2mm, L = 7mm, J = 1T (full line) and its two 

external magnets with h = 1mm, l = 8.5mm, j = 1.09T (dashed line).  

 

is 7.2mm (Fig.5b). The total section of this optimized 

structure (d) is 53.4mm
2
 (34% decrease compared to the 

previous structure). As a matter of fact, one can easily 

understand the benefit in linearity and in volume compared to 

the structure (c), despite the loss of induction intensity. With 

about a 35% decrease of the induction intensity, the volume of 

the structure (d) is half the volume of the structure (c) to obtain 

a uniform induction over the same zuni as the structure (c). 

 As a result, the structure (d) leads to very compact devices 

that have a very uniform induction over a range that can be 

chosen. This is also applicable when searching for higher 

distances zuni, i.e. for low frequency loudspeakers. Fig.6 shows 

the induction created by both structures (b) and (d), whose 

volumes are optimized in order to obtain the same zuni equal to 

40mm, with the same created induction intensity. The volume 

of (d) is 20% lower than the one of the structure (b). 

Thus, since voice-coils can easily remain in a uniform 

induction, the structure (d) leads to highly linear loudspeaker 

motors and represents a real benefit in space occupation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Analytical calculations of the induction created by structures 

totally made of permanent magnets make it possible to only 

concentrate in an automatic optimization of one parameter as 

zuni. This parameter represents the axial distance across which 

the induction is considered uniform; the uniformity of the 

induction being related to the linearity of the loudspeaker 

motor. 

 
Fig. 6.  Radial magnetic induction, Br (T), along the observation axis at a 

distance a = 2mm, created by the structure (d) (bold line) - with its central 

magnet with H = 40mm, L = 28mm, J = 1.43T (full line) and its two external 

magnets with h = 7mm, l = 17mm, j = 1.49T (dashed line) - and by the 

structure (b) (dashed line) with H = 60mm and L = 46mm and J = 1.43T. The 

linear excursion of the voice-coil is ±20mm. 
 

So the parameter zuni should be directly related to the 

frequency range of a loudspeaker. Thus, the structure (a) 

should only be dedicated to tweeters, while structure (c) can 

also be dedicated to high-medium frequency loudspeakers. 

Structures (b) and (d) are more universal, but create less 

intense inductions. For very small displacements, the 

dimensions of the external rings of the structure (d) become 

negligible to compensate the bell-shaped induction created by 

the central ring. So the structure (b) is sufficient compared to 

the structure (d). But as soon as the intended zuni increases, the 

structure (d) represents a real benefit in linearity and in space 

occupation compared to the other structures.  
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